The recent years witness an increasing demand for rehabilitation and human assistive devices that maximize the effectiveness/efficiency of the clinical therapy and develop innovative solutions to promote independent living of senior citizens as well as persons. Intelligent robotics plays a central role in the development of these rehabilitation and human assistive devices. Moreover, recent advances in computational intelligence, and sensing and control technologies enable new applications in human motion analysis, diagnosis, monitoring and feedback allowing more autonomous personalized treatments without the need for constant therapist interaction.
In an effort to disseminate current advances and identify challenges and opportunities, this ''Focused Section on Intelligent Robotics for Rehabilitation and Human Assistance'' of the International Journal of Intelligent Robotics and Applications (IJIRA) highlights several important technology achievements in design, modeling and control of rehabilitation and human assistive robotic systems. The Focused Section includes six papers out of seventeen submissions that represent a sample of current developments of intelligent robotics for rehabilitation and human assistance.
The paper ''Bilateral control of functional electrical stimulation and robotics-based tele-rehabilitation'' from Alibeji et al. presents a position-synchronization control system for functional electrical stimulation (FES)-based tele-rehabilitation to provide remotely controlled physical assistance. The proposed controller synchronizes an FESdriven human limb with a remote physical therapist's robotic manipulator despite constant bilateral communication delays. The controller overcomes a major stability analysis challenge under the unknown and unstructured nonlinearities in the FES-driven musculoskeletal dynamics through neural network models and an adaptation design. The performance of the state synchronization controller is validated through demonstrated bilateral control of FESelicited leg extension and a human-operated robotic manipulator.
The second paper ''Estimating the multivariable human ankle impedance in dorsi-plantarflexion and inversion-eversion directions using EMG signals and artificial neural networks'' from Dallali et al. describes a new modeling framework for the relationship between the ankle impedance and lower extremity muscle activations. Such relationship is crucial for control and design of ankle-foot prosthesis for transtibial amputees. The authors propose to use artificial neural networks (ANN) to characterize the relationship between the lower extremity muscle EMG signals and the ankle impedance in the sagittal and frontal planes. Anklebot, a highly back-drivable, safe, and therapeutic robot is used to apply stochastic position perturbations to the human ankle in dorsi-plantar-flextion (DP) and inversion-eversion (IE) directions. The promising results of this study show that a similar approach can be used during human dynamic walking.
The work from Zhang and Ye is on ''RGB-D camera based walking pattern recognition by support vector machines for a smart rollator.'' This paper presents a walking pattern detection method for a smart rollator by using the depth data of an RGB-D camera for the user's lower extremities. The method segments the 3D point data of the lower extremities into the leg and foot data points, from which a skeletal system with six skeletal points and four rods is extracted and used to represent a human walking gait. A gait feature, comprising the parameters of the gait shape and gait motion, is then constructed to describe a walking state. Using these key gait features, a walking video sequence is modeled as a Markov chain and three Support Vector Machines (SVMs) are trained for walking pattern detection. Experimental results demonstrate that the method has a better performance in detecting walking patterns than seven other existing approaches. In ''Robotic assistance for children with cerebral palsy based on learning from tele-cooperative demonstration'' from Najafi et al. a robotic-assistance-as-needed framework is proposed for children with Cerebral Palsy (CP) to perform 2-dimensional (2D) position following task through tele-manipulating the slave robot in the play environment. Using a learning-fromdemonstration strategy, the Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) and Gaussian Mixture Regression (GMR) techniques are used to approximate the average and variability of the demonstrated therapist-child trajectories. The robotic system uses the impedance/admittance control design in the robotic assistance phase (without therapist intervention) such that the master robot provides a desirable flexibility for the child to follow the average trajectory.
The work presented in ''Influence of rolling resistance on manual wheelchair dynamics and mechanical efficiency'' from Teran and Ueda discuss several aspects of the wheelchair dynamics and control. The paper presents two controller designs for anatomical model propulsion system (AMPS) for wheelchairs to enhance motion repeatability and precision in outdoor environment. The paper also presents an estimation method to accurately predict rolling assistance and mechanical efficiency, in the form of cost of transport (COT), under various motion conditions. One of the main contributions of the work lies in that the proposed different metrics of mechanical efficiency can potentially become a new standard for comparing performance among different wheelchair models and component configurations. The methodology and metrics presented in this paper could become the cornerstone for the new approach of testing and characterizing manual wheelchairs.
The last paper ''Generation of comfortable lifting motion for human transfer assistant robot'' from Ding et al. discusses two methods to generate robotic lifting motions to transfer a patient between a bed and a wheelchair, which are used widely in hospitals or nursey homes. The robotic holding posture is generated by using human-robot interactive models and a musculoskeletal model is developed to estimate muscle force and to reduce the interaction forces. To reduce pain, a softness distribution model is created to regulate the interaction force between the robot and the soft human body. The robotic motion for raising the human body from the supine posture to the estimated holding posture is generated by a model-free method with the user's comfortable feedback. Using Bayesian optimization, the number of required physical human-robot interaction trials is reduced to ease the user's burden. The authors have conducted various experiments with a dual arm robotic system and human subjects to validate and evaluate the effectiveness of the design.
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